
Importance of Parliamentary Oversight 

 (MP's questions) 

One of the main constitutional functions of the Parliament is oversight of government activities.              

Transparency International Georgia’s (TI Georgia) assessment of the performance of the Georgian            

Parliament has highlighted the main issues and recommendation in this regard. 

There are several reasons for the ineffectiveness of parliamentary oversight in Georgia:            

ineffectiveness of legal oversight mechanisms, lack of experience in exercising parliamentary           

oversight, and low political culture of Members of Parliament (MP) and members of the executive               

government. 

MP questions are one of the major mechanism of parliamentary oversight. According to Georgian              

law, MPs have the right to ask a question to government bodies that are accountable to the                 

Parliament, which are then obligated to provide an answer within a legally defined deadline. A               

group of at least ten members of the Parliament or a Parliamentary Faction shall be entitled to                 

apply with a question to any body accountable to the Parliament, the Government, a particular               

member of the Government the latter being obliged to answer the raised questions at a sitting of                 

the Parliament. The answer may become a matter of discussion of the Parliament 

MP questions and answers are considered public information; however, they are not being             

published proactively. On July 17, 2015, the Georgian Parliament adopted the 2015-2016 Open             

Parliament Action Plan, which has included TI Georgia’s recommendation and has obligated the             

Parliament to proactively publish statistics related to MP questions and answers on its website.              

The obligation is in force from September 2015, until September 2016. 

TI Georgia examined the MP questions and answers accumulated by the 8th convocation of the               

Georgian Parliament (period from November 2012 - 23 September 2015) . We analyzed the              

information received from the Parliament’s Organizational Department to try to determine the            

effectiveness of MP oversight, identify their issues of interest, and the thoroughness of the              

provided answers. 

The following problems have been identified: 

● Unlike the legislative bodies of developed European countries, Georgian MPs rarely           

exercise their right to ask questions. Since 2012, during the 8th convocation of the              

Parliament, 27 MPs have asked a total of 405 questions.  
1

● Georgian MPs rarely take interest in the implementation of the government program, or             

other important issues of public policy. MPs of the 8th convocation of the Parliament have               

not asked any questions related to Georgia’s integration and cooperation with NATO and             

the EU. 

● MPs mostly ask questions related to specific construction permits and import items. MP             

questions are rarely related to issues of effective executive governance. 

1 For comparison, members of the French National Assembly have asked 26,249 questions between January 2014 

and January 2015; MPs in the UK have asked 107,237 questions in 2010-2012. 

http://www.transparency.ge/en/post/report/transparency-legislature-has-improved-parliamentary-oversight-remains-insufficient


● Most answers provided by government members are incomplete and signed not by the             

addressee minister, but by department heads or employees responsible for releasing           

public information instead. When the question is asked by an MP representing the             

parliamentary minority, some ministers send their answers to the chairman of the            

Procedural Issues and Rules Committee instead of the author of the question. 

● Legal mechanisms of holding government members responsible for violating the          

procedures of providing answers to MP questions are not being implemented in practice. 

1. The legal basis for parliamentary oversight 

According to Article 48 of the Constitution, the Georgian Parliament is the country’s highest              

representative body that holds legislative power, determines the main directions of domestic and             

foreign policies, and exercises oversight of the government. 

MP questions are a major mechanism of parliamentary oversight. According to Article 59 of the               

Constitution, MP’s have the right to ask questions to and receive answers from the government,               

members of government, government institutions, government bodies accountable to the          

Parliament, and heads of executive bodies of territorial units of any level. A parliamentary faction               

or a group of 10 MPs has the right to ask a question to the government, members of government,                   

and government bodies accountable to the Parliament, who are then obligated to provide an              

answer in person at a parliamentary session. 

According to Article 60 of the Constitution, government members, and public officials elected,             

appointed or approved by the Parliament, have the right, or are obligated upon request, to attend                

the sessions of the Parliament, its committees and commissions, in order to answer questions, and               

present a performance report. Such officials must be heard by the Parliament, its committees and               

commissions, immediately upon request. 

The mechanisms of parliamentary oversight, including regulations related to MP questions, are            

outlined in the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure. According to Article 221, each public body or               

official accountable to the Parliament is obligated to provide a written answer to an MP question                

within 15 days of receiving one. The deadline may be extended by an additional 10 days in                 

agreement with the author of the question. According to the Rules of Procedure, a public official                

has the right not to provide an answer only when the information contains a state or military                 

secret. An answer can only be signed by the head of the addressee government body or specific                 

public officials listed in this article. 

According to the Georgian Constitution and the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure, the Parliament             

may discuss specific answers to MP questions and, with the majority of its full composition, is                

authorized to request the Prime Minister hold a specific government member responsible.  

According to Article 289 of the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure, government members, public             

officials elected by the Parliament, and other officials obligated to participate in parliamentary             

activities are held responsible for violating the Rules of Procedure according to regulations             

prescribed by this and other laws. A public official is held responsible when he or she violates the                  

procedure of providing an answer to an MP question, submits false information to the              



Parliament, or prevents an MP from exercising the rights granted by the Rules of Procedure and                

other legislative and subordinate normative acts. 

The Procedural Issues and Rules Committee reviews a violation and transfers the case to the               

Parliament Bureau for appropriate action. The Parliament is then authorized to adopt a decree or               

a resolution requesting appropriate constitutional measures be taken against the public official. 

2. MP’s question statistics 

MPs of the 8th convocation of the Georgian Parliament have sent a total of 405 written questions                 

to government members and heads of government bodies accountable to the Parliament (see this              

table for all authors, addresses and question topics): 

2012 - 3 Questions 
2013 - 72 Questions 
2014 - 171 Questions 
2015 - 211 Questions 
 
MP Giorgi Gabashvili, member of the parliamentary minority, has sent the most number of              

questions - 116. 

Opposition MPs in countries with a rich tradition of parliamentarianism generally exercise the             

right to ask a question more frequently than members of the majority. In Georgia this difference is                 

much greater, with members of the majority having asked only 19 out of the 405 total questions.                 

Faction change has affected the level of parliamentary oversight exercised by MPs. For example,              

MP Irakli Chikovani has asked all 12 of his questions after leaving the parliamentary majority,               

while MP Giorgi Khachidze has not exercised his right to ask a question after leaving the United                 

National Movement. 

The Minister of Finance was the addressee with the most number of questions - 33. 

36 questions have been left without a response. 

MPs mainly took interest in government expenditures, and bonuses and salary supplements of             

government members and deputy ministers. 

A total of 27 MPs have exercised their right to ask a question during the 8th convocation of the                   

Georgia Parliament: 

Giorgi Gabashvili - 116 questions 
Khatuna Gogorishvili - 71 questions 
Giorgi Baramidze - 49 questions 
Zurab Japaridze - 30 questions 
Sergo Ratiani - 25 questions 
Levan Tarkhnishvili - 19 questions 
Tariel Londaridze - 16 questions 
Mikheil Machavariani - 14 questions 
Irma Nadirashvili - 14 questions 
Irakli Chikovani - 12 questions 
Zurab Tkemaladze - 8 questions 
Giorgi Vashadze - 7 questions 

https://docs.google.com/a/transparency.ge/document/d/1GlABFlv7QWtWEPlXgdCQudzh3fhXWuEN2RtIbs3D4Yo/edit?usp=sharing


Giorgi Khachidze - 6 questions 
Irine Imerlishvili - 3 questions 
Eka Beselia - 2 questions 
Kakhaber Okriashvili - 2 questions 
Davit Berdzenishvili - 1 question 
Demur Bashaleishvili - 1 question 
Temur Maisuradze - 1 question 
Akaki Bobokhidze - 1 question 
Giorgi Gozalishvili - 1 question 
Ani Mirotadze - 1 question 
Manana Kobakhidze - 1 question 
Nugzar Tsiklauri - 1 question 
Giorgi Targamadze - 1 question 
Gia Zhorzholiani - 1 question 
Giorgi Meladze - 1 question 
 
3. The use of the right to ask a question by MPs 

Unlike the MPs of developed democratic countries, Georgian MPs rarely exercise their right to ask               

a question. MPs of the 8th convocation of the Georgian Parliament till September 23th of 2015                

have sent a total of 405 questions since 2012. 

In comparison, members of the French National Assembly have sent a total of 33,963 questions               

from January 2013 until January 2014, and 26,249 from January 2014 until January 2015. MPs in                

the United Kingdom (both houses) have sent 51,000 questions since January 2014. In 2010-2012,              

government members in the UK have provided answers to 107,237 MP questions, including             

97,753 written responses. 

4. Accessibility to MP questions and answers 

MP questions and answers are considered public information; however, they are not published             

proactively. The Parliament website also does not contain statistics related to MP questions.             

Freedom of information requests are therefore the only way for citizens to monitor the oversight               

activities of their representatives. 

On July 17, 2015, the Georgian Parliament adopted the 2015-2016 Open Parliament Action Plan              

with active participation of the civil sector. The action plan has included TI Georgia’s              

recommendation to obligate the Parliament to proactively publish statistics related to MP            

questions and answers on its website. The period of implementation from September 2015 until              

September 2016. 

Making MP questions and answers publicly available is an established practice in developed             

democracies. For example, in Germany, MP questions are published in a weekly newspaper. Since              

1974, questions asked by French MPs to Ministers have been published in the “Journal Offisiel”.               

The magazine publishes 16,000 questions annually, with the number increasing each year. France             

also publishes MP questions and answers on its Parliamentary website. The website contains             



93,425 MP questions for the 14th convocation of the Parliament. Written questions and answers              
2

are also published on the Parliament website in the UK.  3

 

5. MP question topics and addressees 

MPs questions directed at ministers are a major mechanism of parliamentary oversight used by              

Parliaments of all countries with a politically responsible government. In the UK this mechanism              

has been in use since 1849, when an hour long Question Time was designated in each session,                 

while 1902 saw the introduction of written answers. 

In countries with a tradition of parliamentarianism and parliamentary oversight, MP questions            

directed at ministers are an effective mechanism for overseeing the executive government. The             

responses to these questions allow MPs, and mainly the opposition, to identify policy weaknesses.              

MP questions directed at ministers are widely used for obtaining information on the             

implementation of government programs, protecting the rights and freedoms of individuals,           

identifying cases of abuse of power by the executive government, obtaining clarification related to              

complex draft laws and legislative acts proposed to the Parliament, and obtaining information on              

subordinate normative acts. 

MP question examples from European countries: 

A member of the French National Assembly sent a question to the Prime Minister related to the                 

decrease of employment and revenue in the construction sector. The author requested            

information on the government’s strategic plan to review existing regulations in this sector. A              

detailed response was published on the Parliament website one week later. 

A member of the UK House of Commons sent a question related to food safety to the Department                  

for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, asking how much importance was given to issues of food                

safety in the government's agricultural policy. A detailed response was published on the             

Parliament website one week later.  

Another example from the UK was a written question sent by a member of the House of Commons                  

to the Department of Health related to the confidentiality of patient information. The author              

requested information on the principles and approaches that had informed the department’s            

policy on confidentiality of medical records. The answer was published on the Parliament website              

three weeks later. 

Till September 23th, 2015, the majority of questions sent by the MPs of the 8th convocation have                 

requested information on salaries received by government members and public officials: 

● Salary, bonus, money spent during official visits - 153 

● Finances, budget, expenditures, statistics - 62 

● Economy - 20 

● Law, human rights - 57 

● Education - 24 

2  http://www2.assemblee-nationale.fr/  
3  http://www.parliament.uk/about/how/business/written-answers/; http://www.parliament.uk/depositedpapers 

http://questions.assemblee-nationale.fr/q14/14-64362QE.htm
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-09-07/9198/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-09-16/10510/
http://www2.assemblee-nationale.fr/
http://www.parliament.uk/about/how/business/written-answers/
http://www.parliament.uk/depositedpapers
http://www.parliament.uk/depositedpapers


● Health and social issues - 19 

● Important events - 25 

● Report, projects - 10 

● Infrastructure - 31 

● Local government - 4 

Unfortunately, only a few questions by MPs are related to important issues of public policy               

implementation by the executive government. 

Some MP questions are not necessarily motivated by the goal of parliamentary oversight. Such              

questions often show an MP’s interest in a specific economic sector, rather than the effectiveness               

of the executive government. For example, Zurab Tkemaladze, chairman of the Sector Economy             

and Economic Policy Committee, has asked two questions related to the import of raw chicken,               

and one question related to the import of polyethylene and polypropylene in 2010-2013. MP              

Giorgi Gabashvili has asked a question related to the list of companies (with registration codes)               

importing road bitumen. MP Gia Zhorzholiani has asked a question related to VAT tax of Abada+                

Ltd. 

There are also cases of MPs taking interest in problems of specific individuals without specifying               

the reasons for such interest. MP Zurab Japaridze’s question related to the termination of social               

assistance is one such example. 

In some cases, MPs direct their questions to representatives of the local government or the               

judiciary. For example, MP Ani Mirotadze sent a question to the acting mayor of Tbilisi, Sevdia                

Ugrekhelidze, asking for the construction permit (and all related documents) for a booth-type             

building near the #13 Tevdore Mghvdeli Street. 

Finally, some MP questions have questionable motivations. For example, MP Giorgi Gabashvili has             

requested information on all activities of the Minister of Internal Affairs for April 17, 2014, and MP                 

Giorgi Baramidze has asked whether Georgia supplies Syria with chemical weapons and whether             

this issue is under investigation. 

6. Government member reactions to MP questions 

The reactions of government members to MP questions are a good representation of the              

ineffectiveness of parliamentary oversight in Georgia. 

As mentioned above, the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure obligate members of government            

bodies accountable to the Parliament to provide an answer to an MP question within 15 days of                 

receiving one. This deadline has been violated in most cases; no answer was provided for 36 out of                  

405 total questions. 

According to Article 221 of the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure, an answer must be signed by the                 

addressee – the head (e.g. minister) of a government body accountable to the Parliament.              

However, answers provided by government bodies are often signed by deputy ministers,            

department heads, or employees responsible for releasing public information, even though MP            

questions are not considered freedom of information requests. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLa08tZndUMmZwcjA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLZmlxUmRxb2pXQUE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLVU1jTHl2S2pnajA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLVU1jTHl2S2pnajA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLVFJUbVBLQ1IwZUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLVFJUbVBLQ1IwZUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLbTVjNE9TemVZMEk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLbTVjNE9TemVZMEk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLT3JhVFYtZWRCcFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLT3JhVFYtZWRCcFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLT3JhVFYtZWRCcFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLMmFUWEU5SVhjYTQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLWlZSQ09Ob0NUTG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLWlZSQ09Ob0NUTG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLWlZSQ09Ob0NUTG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLV0oyRkdKeWlvelk


Answers provided by the ministries are often incomplete, contain only general information, or             

refer to the ministry website for the requested information. The availability of information on a               

government body website does not free the addressee from the responsibility to provide the              

requested information. 

In some cases, government members send their answers to the chairman of the Procedural Issues               

and Rules Committee, Giorgi Kakhiani, instead of the author of the question. This mostly happens               

when the question is asked by an MP representing the minority. TI Georgia found that in practice                 

after an addressee violated the 15 day deadline the chairman of the Procedural Issues Committee               

would resend the question. Some ministers submitted their answers only after receiving the             

question for the second time, and sent their answer to the committee chairman instead of the                

author of the question. Especially noteworthy is the answer provided by Tea Tsulukiani, which is               

the best example of what attitude a minister must not assume towards parliamentary oversight.              

The following is a citation from the minister’s letter to GiorgI Kakhiani: “Please advise the               

esteemed MP representing the United National Movement to address the Prosecutor’s Office            

directly…”, “As for Giorgi Gabashvili's letter, the requested information is public, unlike the period              

when his party was in power...” 

The law provides for specific response mechanisms when a government member fails to answer              

an MP question or provides inaccurate information. However, these mechanisms have never been             

used in practice. According to Article 289 of the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure, government              

members, public officials elected by the Parliament, and other officials obligated to participate in              

parliamentary activities will be held responsible for violating the Rules of Procedure. A public              

official is held responsible when he or she violates the procedure of providing an answer to an                 

MP question, submits false information to the Parliament, or prevents an MP from exercising the               

rights granted by the Rules of Procedure and other legislative and subordinate normative acts. 

The Procedural Issues and Rules Committee reviews a violation and transfers the case to the               

Parliament Bureau for appropriate action. The Parliament is then authorized to adopt a decree or               

a resolution requesting appropriate constitutional measures be taken against the public official. 

However, parliamentary oversight mechanisms defined by law are not effective. For example, an 

incomplete or improper reaction to an MP's question will not be a subject of debate during a 

plenary session.  

Recommendations 

The reasons for the weakness of parliamentary oversight in Georgia are complex, and closely              

associated with problems of both the legislative and executive branches of government. A             

representative body can perform its oversight function adequately only when each member of the              

Parliament and the government realizes the importance of this institution and places it ahead of               

narrow party interests.  

The following are TI Georgia’s recommendations on how to increase the effectiveness of MP              

questions as an important mechanism of parliamentary oversight: 

● Members of the executive government must assume a more responsible approach           

towards the oversight function of the legislative body, irrespective of the political            

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLWG82dmNQTHJCVXM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLaDRyMlBzZzZpTUk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLaDRyMlBzZzZpTUk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLaDRyMlBzZzZpTUk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLaDRyMlBzZzZpTUk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1f4bgxaJAtLaDRyMlBzZzZpTUk


affiliation of its members. Answers to MP questions must be comprehensive, submitted            

within legal deadline, and signed by the addressee minister. 

● MPs must fulfill their constitutional function of overseeing government members and           

public officials by exercising their rights more frequently. MP questions must be related to              

important issues of public policy. 

● The Procedural Issues Committee and the Parliament Bureau must make use of legal             

mechanisms in order to hold responsible those public officials who do not respond to MP               

questions or provide inaccurate information. 

● All archived MP questions and answers must be proactively made public. 


